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Chromospheric Lyman-Alpha SpectroPolarimeter (CLASP)
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Google translation:
Chromosphere, the transition layer of the sun is a region to switch to the magnetic pressure dominated
from plasma pressure dominated, simultaneous observation of the detailed magnetic field
measurement and plasma of dynamic phenomenon here is what is the frontier of the next solar physics.
As This is a challenge that has just mentioned, even the next solar observation satellite plan SOLAR-C, in
the experiments we had used a NASA sounding rocket for the first time in the SOLAR-C plan, will address
the chromosphere-transition layer magnetic field measurement there. It is, is a Chromospheric Lyman-
Alpha Spectro-Polarimeter (CLASP) plan, the linear polarization of Lyman ? emission lines
chromosphere-transition layer shoots (121.6nm) were detected in 0.1% of high accuracy, a new
technique called Hanre effect I get the magnetic field information of chromosphere-transition layer. In
Japan, the US and Europe joint observation in November 2012 as a rocket experiment is adopted to
NASA this plan that full-scale start-up, start from assembly work is 2014 spring flight observation device,
currently, it is where the alignment of the optical elements have been implemented . After this, it is
planned to continue with the performance evaluation towards the observation implementation of
summer 2015. In addition to once again explain the contents of the plan In this presentation, we report
an overview of the entire development and preparation current status.
